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A dual input clutchless transmission system based on automated manual transmission (AMT) structure is 
proposed for pure electric vehicles. In order to fully exploit the potential of the powertrain system, an 
energy management strategy (EMS) is developed to determine the power distribution between two motors 
and the optimal gear state. A mathematical model is built to minimize the energy consumption of the motors 
at each instant based on the motor efficiency maps. However, the proposed EMS in line with other energy 
oriented strategies often lead to excessive gear shifting and compromised drivability. To avoid the undesired 
gear shifting, a shifting stabilizer is built in the EMS objective function to improve shifting quality. 
Accordingly, to achieve a balance between the energy consumption and the drivability, a multi-objective 
optimization method is adopted to reduce the unnecessary shifting events while minimizing energy 
consumption. Two driving cycles representing typical daily driving conditions are used to demonstrate the 
effectiveness of the proposed system in terms of energy efficiency and shifting stability. 
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1. Introduction 
With the continuous development of social economy and the deteriorating ecological crisis, the energy 
dilemma is becoming increasingly serious, especially in the automobile industry [1]. The pressure from 
higher fossil fuel price and stricter legislation for green gas emissions are driving the transportation market 
towards electric solutions, which provide more efficient and environment-friendly passenger vehicles. As 
a result, hybrid electric vehicles [2, 3] and battery electric vehicles [4, 5] have attracted broad attention in 
both academic and manufacturing worlds due to the advantages of high-efficiency, clean emission, and 
satisfying driving comfort. 
In order to achieve a high overall efficiency, the basic transmission structure plays an important role. In [6-
9], it is demonstrated that the application of multi-speed transmissions in electric vehicle powertrains will 
not only reduce the motor size but also provide a wider range of traction torque. Among all existing types 
of multi-speed transmission, AMT is a decent candidate due to its high efficiency, lightweight, robustness 
and low manufacturing costs [10-12]. In comparison, the overall efficiency of dual clutches transmission 
(DCT) is relatively lower, and the structure is complex and costly. Automatic transmission (AT) suffers 
from poor efficiency of the torque converter during gearshifts, although locking the clutches are now 
adopted when the input and output speeds are equal. Continuous variable transmission (CVT) has low 
mechanical efficiency due to the belt or cone ‘slipping’ as the force is passed through friction and heat 
generation. The drawbacks of AMT are also obvious, including inevitable large vehicle jerk, torque 
interruption during gear shifting. Fortunately, the design of the dual input transmission system allows for 
non-interrupted gear shifting by eliminating the torque hole with the second motor [13-15]. The 
transmission can be coupled to a torque vectoring differential, therefore providing the energy efficiency 
benefit of a multiple-speed transmission and the vehicle dynamic performance of individual wheel 
powertrains, which have the packaging and weight-related constraint of being characterized by a single-
speed transmission. The dual-motor layout of this drivetrain allows a high load factor of the electric 
machines, when they are operated singularly, with a further potential increase of the overall energy 
efficiency depending on the motor characteristics. As for the transmission efficiency, one of the most 
significant disadvantages of implementing multispeed transmission systems is the increased parasitic 
efficiency losses presented through clutches, gear mesh and so on [16]. However, the small inertia and 
controllable speed of the electric motor make it possible to remove friction clutch in the transmission for 
electric vehicles to minimize the parasitic losses [17-19]. 
Apart from the merits of the architecture, the power distribution algorithm between the two motors is also 
the key factor to make the most of energy saving ability. Many energy management strategies based on 
optimal control theory have been studied to determine the power distribution in multi-input configurations 
according to time and vehicle speed. These approaches can be roughly classified into four groups: rule-
based control strategy, fuzzy logic control strategy, offline optimization control strategy, and online 
optimization control strategy [20]. The rule-based control strategy is widely used for it is simple and 
practical, with fast computing speed, low configuration requirements, and relatively stable control quality 
[21, 22]. Despite the simplicity of rule-based control, the disadvantage is that the overall efficiency is 
compromised. The fuzzy logic control, based on approximate reasoning, can achieve a real-time and 
suboptimal power distribution. The human expertise and engineering knowledge can be coded into rules to 
direct behaviors especially for a multi-domain, nonlinear and time-varying system [23, 24]. Although fuzzy 
logic has the advantages in dealing with nonlinearities and uncertainties via an approximation method, 
when it turns to accurate and precise solutions, fuzzy logic seems to be not accurate and rigorous enough. 
The offline optimization method is based on the pre-known knowledge of past or future demands. One of 
the most common methods for offline optimization is Dynamic Programming (DP), which requires 
decisions to be made in steps with the objective of finding a minimal penalty pathway [25, 26]. DP ensures 
the global optimality through searching all states and control grids exhaustively. However, the main 
limitation is that the computation time increases exponentially with the number of state variables. To avoid 
the limitation of DP, N. Murkowski et al.[27] use a convex modelling approach which allows for a 
simultaneous optimization of battery size and energy management of a plug-in hybrid powertrain by solving 
a semidefinite convex problem. In this optimization approach the power characteristics of the engine, the 
engine-generator unit and the electric machines are approximated by a convex second order polynomial, 
and the convex battery model assumes quadratic losses. Compared to DP, the results of convex optimization 
indicate a similar solution but with less computational effort. 
In contrast to offline optimization that keeps track of previous decisions to formulate the next solution, 
online optimization is an algorithm converting global criterion into an instantaneous minimization problem 
without restriction of pre-knowledge. As a receding horizon control strategy, model predictive control 
(MPC) has been widely employed in HEVs today because of its ability to incorporate predictive future 
cycle information into various EMSs. The formulation of future driving condition is generally based on 
GPS and ITS prediction or statistics and cluster analysis method, and the algorithm performance relies on 
model quality, sampling step, and prediction horizon length. Moreover, the prediction horizon and 
implementation of faster algorithms, such as quadratic programming, allow for its potential application in 
real-time control [28]. Another representative online optimization method is equivalent consumption 
minimization strategy (ECMS), in which the total fuel consumption is calculated in real-time as the sum of 
the real fuel consumption by engine and the equivalent fuel consumption of the electric motor. However, 
the local minimization is strictly rely on the equivalent factor, which is cycle-dependent and lacks the 
flexibility for different situations. To avoid the limitation, Rizzoni et al. [29] use an adaptive ECMS to 
match the equivalent cost with the current driving schedule. In this approach, an on-the-fly algorithm for 
estimation of the equivalent factors according to the driving conditions is obtained through periodically 
refresh the control parameters with the current driving load. Recently, an emerging method, reinforcement 
learning (RL), have been presented to implement real-time optimization feasible for HEVs. In [30], a 
combination of RL with velocity forecasts indicative of future road information is conducted. In this 
approach, a finite-state Markov chain (MC) is exploited to learn transition probabilities of power demand. 
The Q-learning algorithm is harnessed to realize the predictive optimal control for increasing fuel economy 
and maintaining battery charge sustenance. For hybrid energy storage system which consists of a battery 
and an ultra-capacitor (UC), a power split strategy based on wavelet transform (WT) technique is adopted 
to perform real-time power allocation, with the drive to assign high-frequency components of load profile 
to the UC bank, and the rest to the battery bank [31]. This approach helps to protect the battery bank from 
frequent charging/discharging transients, and has the advantage of online and easy implementation. 
All the above methods aim at optimizing the energy distribution among different power sources. However, 
for the dual-motor input architecture, these EMS methods cannot be directly used, because both of the 
motors are driven from only one power source, the battery. Thus, the power distribution is not related with 
the energy transfer issues, instead, the driving pattern or the driving demand becomes the key element for 
the overall efficiency. Therefore, a new energy management strategy is designed for the proposed 
powertrain architecture. In the pure electric system where energy comes from only one single source, the 
efficiency at different timing is relatively independent. Based on this, a real-time strategy without any prior 
knowledge of the whole trip can be achieved, which can guarantee the two motors work in efficient region 
to achieve a satisfying dynamic performance. 
However, most EMS methods taking energy consumption minimization as a primary goal neglecting the 
drivability constraints [32-34]. As a subjective evaluation index in terms of smoothness and steadiness of 
acceleration, drivability is increasingly becoming a key determinant of the competitiveness of passenger 
cars because the ultimate decision of customers to buy a car is usually based more or less on the driving 
experience. Unfortunately, optimizing energy consumption often lead to excessive gear shifting, which has 
a strong impact on drivability performance [35-37]. By observing specific shifting situations, there are 
generally two undesirable shifting cases. The first case is that although the result of optimization control 
strategy determines the need for shifting, the improvement of economic efficiency is practically 
insignificant. Avoiding this situation can reduce the shifting frequency without sacrificing too much 
economy. The other case is that the gear shifting interval is too short. While the last shifting has just 
completed, the next shifting is about to occur, which is far from realistic. Avoiding this situation can make 
the energy management strategy more reasonable and more correspondence with real driving conditions. 
To solve above problems, a designed shifting stabilizer is embedded into the energy management strategy 
to make a restriction on gear shifting events. 
In order to achieve a better balance between the efficiency and the dynamic performance, the weighting 
factors of the designed shifting stabilizer are of great importance. However, the optimization goal is 
contradictory itself, because the reduction of gear events leads to the increase of energy consumption. To 
address this problem, multi-objective optimization methods have attracted a lot of attention. Compared with 
the single-objective algorithm, the multi-objective search algorithm is closer to the actual problem and with 
more reference value. In recent years, applying evolutionary algorithms into multi-objective optimization 
problems is a popular research topic [38, 39]. The most important concept in multi-objective optimization 
methods is the non-inferior solution in which an improvement in one objective requires a degradation of 
another. All non-inferior solutions form the non-inferior set, which is also called the Pareto optima [40]. 
The main contribution of this paper is to propose an energy management strategy addressing power 
distribution problems in the dual input transmission system and gear shifting management. To avoid 
excessive gear shifting caused by EMS, a multi-objective optimization method is introduced to achieve a 
balance between energy consumption and gear shifting. The following parts of this paper are organized as 
the following. Section 2 presents the powertrain architecture, focusing on its motor parameter selection and 
its mathematical modelling. Section 3 explains the proposed real-time energy management strategy. Section 
4 introduces a designed shifting stabilizer embedded into the energy management strategy to include the 
drivability constraints. In section 5, a modified multi-objective optimization algorithm is used to optimize 
the coefficients of the shifting stabilizer. Section 6 presents the simulation results of specific driving cycles. 
At last in Section 7, conclusions are drawn. 
2. Powertrain modelling and evaluation 
Even though facing-backward models have better computational ability, this paper adopts the facing-
forward model of powertrain due to the higher accuracy in economic performance investigation of elective 
vehicles [41]. Since the economy performance is the main research orientation in this paper, the battery 
model is not included. In the facing-forward model of powertrain, the mathematic model of the powertrain 
is built, and the flexibility of shafts is ignored with respect to economic performance. In addition, as electric 
motors have a quick torque response ability, the motor output torque is considered as an ideal torque without 
any time delay. 
2.1 Powertrain model 
The vehicle resistance is normally consisted of three categories: air resistance, wheel rolling resistance, and 
the incline of the road, which can be expressed by 
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where 	 is the driving resistance torque,  refers to the air density,  represents the area of the vehicle 
front side, 	 	 is the air resistance coefficient,	  is the vehicle speed, and  denotes the mass of the 
vehicle,  is the gravity acceleration,  is the incline angle of the road, and  is the rolling friction 
coefficient. 
The diagram of the powertrain is showed in Fig. 1. 
 
Figure. 1 Architecture of the powertrain system 
Accordingly, the equations of system inputs are expressed as the following, 
2  
where the symbol  is the equivalent inertia,  is the acceleration,  is the torque,  and  are the 
working gear ratio for motor 1 and the fixed gear ratio for motor 2, respectively. 
The main parameters of transmission and the vehicle are listed in Table 1. 
Table 1 Inertia of gear set and parameters of the vehicle model 
Symbol Name Value 
 Driven gear 0.2 ∙  
 AMT Driving gear 0.02 ∙  
 synchronizer 0.025 ∙  
 Driving gear for motor 2 0.02 ∙  
 Vehicle mass 1200 kg 
 Air density 1.127 /  
A Front area 3  
 Air resistance coefficient 0.3 
 Tire rolling friction 
coefficient 
0.35 
 Tyre radius 0.3 m 
2.2 Transmission operation 
Although the electric motors are easily controllable, the motor speed is difficult to get the 100% follow-ups 
due to the limitation of accuracy range. So the synchronizers can help complete the shift process to reduce 
the impact of speed error. The working status of the transmission is determined by the proposed EMS, 
including the torque distribution of both motors and optimal gear selection. The strategy is explained in 
detail in section 3. 
Unlike traditional AMT, this transmission has two inputs so that it can achieve power-on shift with the 
addition of the second motor. The coordinated control of power-on shift is shown in Fig. 2. In the beginning 










the motor 2 torque should be simultaneously increased with the torque drop of motor 1. The torque changes 
of two motors are complementary with each other to hold adequate output torque during gear shifts. When 
the motor 1 torque drops to a nominal value, the progress of speed synchronization begins. Once the speed 
of motor 1 obtains the target value, the synchronizer will move to the target gear smoothly. After the 
synchronizer engagement, the motor 1 torque will increase to its initial value and the shifting process come 
to the end. 
 
Figure. 2 The coordinated control algorithm of power-on shift progress 
In order to ensure minimal transients in the output torque during torque compensating, the torque changes 
of both motors should be tuned properly. Here the Bernstein polynomials are introduced to direct the torque 
changes, which can make the fall and rise of two motor torques go in harmony to improve the shifting 
quality. The polynomials are as follows. 
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Where   and   are the initial input torque of two motors,   is the starting time of the 
synchronizer disengagement, ∆   is the duration time of the synchronizer disengagement,   is the 
starting time of the synchronizer engagement, ∆  is the duration of the synchronizer engagement,  and 
 are the current gear ratio and target gear ratio for motor 1 respectively,  is the fixed gear ratio for 
motor 2. 
 
Figure. 3 Torque interruption compensating during upshifting 
For a linear acceleration process, the motor 1 torque starts from 25Nm and motor 2 torque is 50Nm. So the 
output torque of transmission should be 259.5Nm, 187.05Nm, and 147.15Nm, according to corresponding 
gear numbers. Fig. 3(b) shows that the motor 1 output torque reduces to 0 during the shift process, which 
leading to the power interruption. As shown in Fig. 3(c), with the addition of second motor, the motor 2 





































transmission with single input transmission, in which the dual input transmission can adequately 
compensate the torque hole during shifting. 
2.3 Constraints for the motors 
The DC equivalent circuit model is applied in this study to represent a three phase permanent magnet AC 
motor during simulations. It reduces a relatively complex power electronic system to a single linear 
equation of motion, whilst retaining electrical characteristics of the system. The physical characteristics of 
the motor is captured without the requirement for complex and computationally intensive power electronics 
system. In fact, if the system is represented as a transfer function, the response will be defined by the transfer 
function coefficients and applied in a similar manner to the DC equivalent circuit.  As for other methods, 
i.e. time delays or slew rates, these will produce results that are approximately similar at marginally lower 
computational costs. Consequently, the use of equivalent circuit models or transfer functions better 
represents the physical system, whilst time delays, etc. are computationally marginally beneficial, with the 
acceptance of the model not being representative of the physical system. 
An equivalent DC circuit model [42] is introduced, the differential equation for the electric circuit is defined 
as: 
5  
where  is the line inductance,  is the line current,   is the back emf constant, R is the line 
resistance, and  is  input line voltage. The corresponding electromagnetic torque is produced as the 
following: 
∙ 6  
where  is the electromagnetic torque and  is the torque constant. 
However, as motor 1 and motor 2 are designed for different purposes, parameters for the two motors should 
be selected according to their respective characteristics. Motor 1 is supposed to work as the primary power 
source in frequent changing driving conditions. The combination of electric motors and AMT copes better 
with urban traffic where frequent launching and stopping are required. On the other hand, motor 2, which 
is directly connected to lay shaft through a fixed gear ratio, is supposed to compensate the torque 
interruption during gear shifting. Besides, motor 2 can also help provide torque, either when the driving 
demand goes beyond the capability of the motor 1 or when motor 2 can work in its high-efficiency region. 
Considering the torque compensating process where motor 1 works in an idle state and motor 2 provides 
the whole power supplement, the peak torque and speed for the motor 2 should be in coordination with 
motor 1 to guarantee the smooth operation of the transmission system. The relationship between two motors 
are written as the following: 
7  
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From Eq.(6) and Eq.(7), as motor 1 is equipped with a multi-speed transmission, the peak torque and speed 
for motor 2 are supposed to be bigger than those of motor 1. However, for a quite short process like gear 
changing, it is acceptable that motors can operate beyond their preference. That means, through selecting 
the appropriate parameters, two motors can cooperate with each other to help motor 1 work in its high-
efficiency area while meeting the power requirements during gear shifting. Fig. 4 shows the efficiency map 
of two motors. 
In order to reduce the size and cost while satisfying the dynamic requirements, the power of both motors is 
designed closely about 42 KW. By doing this, motor 2 helps provide power in most driving conditions 
instead of being an idling load. For this system, the corresponding gear ratios are listed in Table 2. 
Table 2 Selected gear ratios 
Symbol Name Value 
 Counter gear for motor 1 4.62 
 1st gear for motor 1 3.46 
 2nd gear for motor 1 2.08 
 3rd gear for motor 1 1.32 
 Counter gear for motor 2 2.16 
 Fixed gear for motor 2 3.46 
Considering the urban driving situation, 1st and 2nd gear ratio are designed relatively large to cope with 
low-speed conditions where frequent launching and stopping events happen. The 3rd gear ratio will work 
together with motor 2’s gear ratio to handle the medium and high speed conditions to guarantee the 
drivability and efficiency. 
 
 
Figure. 4: Motor efficiency map, (a) motor 1, (b) motor 2 
3. Energy management strategy 
Since the proposed powertrain has two motors, the most important element of EMS is to determine the 
power distribution between two motors. Traditional control methods, such as rule-based control strategy, 
cannot be used because it deals with specific working status rather than power distribution. Another widely 
used method is ECMS, which relies on an equivalent factor for comparing the electrical energy with the 
fuel energy. Unfortunately, this powertrain is a pure electric vehicle, which means that there is no energy 
transfer issues. DP can solve such problems in discretized state space, the optimal control policy is 
recursively obtained by Bellman’s principle of optimality. Although DP ensures the global optimality by 
thoroughly examining every possible options, it is based on pre-known driving information and difficult 
for real-time applications as noncausal strategies. To break through these limitations, a real-time energy 
management strategy is introduced in this section to determine the power flow between two motors to 
improve the overall efficiency of the powertrain. 
As a pure electric vehicle, the existing power flows into two forms: consumed power and charging power. 
For the consumed power, the overall power consumption for both motors can be expressed as 
∗ ∗ 	 	 	 	 	 ∗ 0& ∗ 0 9  
where  and  are the specific efficiencies under the certain speed and torque for motor 1 and 
motor 2, respectively. 
Considering the regenerative braking or the situation when one of the motors works in the generator mode, 
the charging power is defined as the following: 
∗ ∗ 	 	 	 	 	 	 ∗ 0& ∗ 0 10  
In order to minimize the power consumption, the consumed power of the two motors at each instant will 
be the objective function to be minimized. The objective function can be expressed as the following 
11  
There are 4 designed variables in the objective function i.e.	 ,	 ,  and	 . However, these 
variables are not independent. For a given cycle, as the driving speed and acceleration is decided, the speeds 
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where ̅ is the target speed,  is the working gear of AMT. As a result, the independent variable in  
and  is the working gear of AMT. 
Moreover, since two motors work together to provide power with the total demanding torque known, once 
one of the motor torque is settled, the other one is calculated right away. In this study,  is chosen as 
the independent design variable. The relationship between  and  is expressed as the following: 
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ 13  
where ∗  is the total demanding torque decided by driving cycle,  denoting the equivalent 
inertia of vehicle body including transmission components and   denoting the angular acceleration 
of final shaft. , 	 	 refer to the equivalent inertia of motor 1 and motor 2 respectively.  and 
 are the corresponding demanding angular acceleration for each motor. 
Therefore, there are only two independent design variables of the proposed energy management strategy, 
one is the torque of motor 1 and the other is the working gear ratio of AMT.  
For any driving cycles where the target speed ̅ and acceleration  are given, the optimization model is 
expressed by 
 ̅ , , ,  
subject to 





In the process of optimization, it is common to see that search results are likely to fall into local optimal 
points. To avoid this problem, the enumeration method is introduced to hunt for the approximate global 
optimal points of motor torque. In this method, the design variable T_EM1 is discretised by a regular dense 
grid with 1 Nm interval in its design space. For these discretised points, the objective function value P and 
constraints values of every gear number of AMT are calculated orderly. After removing the points in the 
infeasible region, the toque with the minimum target value is selected. Then, the selected torque is used to 
calculate the power consumption of each gear number, the final optimal gear ratio with the minimum value 
is determined then.  
The calculation speed of this method is very fast so that it can meet the computation requirement of real-
time application. The interval division of the motor torque can well meet the precision requirements and 
the results are very close to optimal solutions. Fig. 5 shows the objective function of different driving 
requirements in the feasible area. 
 
Figure. 5 Objective function value of different driving conditions 
According to the given vehicle speed and acceleration, the objective function changes with the driving 
conditions to decide the best gear states and working point of both motors. The chosen working point 
represents the minimum energy consumption. In Fig.  (a), in the condition of low speed and minimum 
acceleration demand, the feasible working torque for motor 1 is between -70 Nm and 70 Nm. If the 
acceleration rises to 1m/ , it can be seen from Fig. 5 (b) that the feasible working space narrows down, 
from -40 Nm to 70 Nm. In Fig. 5 (c), as motor 1 is set to disconnect with the powertrain in the request of 
EMS, the power stays constant. In Fig. 5 (d), since the speed and acceleration are high, the torque of motor 

























consumption would increase significantly for the reason that the corresponding torque of motor 2 is beyond 
its limit. The proposed EMS strategy is summarized in Fig. 6. 
 
Figure. 6 Proposed energy management strategy 
4. Shifting stability control 
Since the proposed EMS as well as most energy management strategies focusing on the minimization of 
power consumption, attributes such as vehicle acceleration responsiveness and smoothness are often 
overlooked. However, these strategies impact the quality of gear shifting, particularly for real-time strategy 
where decisions are made instantly as the global minimization problems are divided into instantaneous 
minimization steps. As a result, optimal gear ratio will change frequently with the driving conditions, which 
leads to excessive gear shifting. Moreover, excessive gear shifting not only influences drivability but also 
increase energy consumption because the shifting actuator consumes energy as well. 
In order to reduce excessive gear shifting encountered by the proposed energy management strategy, 
drivability constraints should be considered. Two main approaches can be found in several previous studies. 
One of them consists in adding to the fuel consumption criterion a penalty that is proportionate to the total 
number of gear shifts during the vehicle’s mission. The other consists of adding a penalty that is 
proportionate to the quadratic difference between the numbers associated with the current and target gear 
ratios. Due to the specific nature of transmission considered in this paper, the proposed strategy had to be 
more general for gear transitions. To make a restriction on shifting frequency, a novel shifting stabilizer is 
built to make a trade-off between the energy consumption and the gear shifting frequency, which can 
significantly reduce the gear shifting e11tyujkvents with insignificant extra energy consumption. They are 
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where α is the weight factor, P is the corresponding consumed power of each gear state,  is for the 
designed amplitude coefficient of the bump function, x is used to control the duration of gear shifting, in 
which Time is the system time,  is the last gear shifting time,  is the dwell time of the bump function. 
 (n=1, 2, 3, 4) is for the gear states from idle to gear 1 to gear 3,  is the current working 
gear.  
As mentioned before, the proposed real-time EMS is set to calculate the power consumption of every gear 
number to choose the lowest one as the working gear. Based on that, the cost function only works with non-
working gears , which means that the power of the working gear is set as benchmark 
and will not be imposed any penalty. At the same time the power of other gear numbers will be added extra 
costs so that the system is likely to keep the current gear in working when comparing the power 
consumption of all the gears. 
The first part of the shifting stabilizer is designed to avoid unnecessary gear events by improving the shifting 
threshold. Initially, to improve energy efficiency, the gear change schedule is set to follow the trajectory of 
minimum power consumption. However, the disadvantage is that sometimes the power consumption 
between the current gear and the next gear is quite close, which means that the saved energy consumption 
from gear shifting is insignificant. To solve this issue, a shifting threshold controller is designed to increase 
the threshold required for shifting, which only allows for gear changes when energy saving is obvious. 
The shifting margin controller can be expressed as the following 
	 α ∗ 16  
 
 Figure. 7 The schematic diagram of the designed shifting margin controller. 
Fig. 7 illustrates the conceptual principle of the shifting margin controller, in which Fig. 7 (a) represents 
the instant power consumption of each gear directed by EMS. Based on the minimum power consumption 
principle, the intersections of the lowest curve are the points where gear shifting occurs. Accordingly, the 
determined gear shifting schedule is showed in Fig. 7 (b). However, it is worth noting that the saved energy 
from changing gear 1 to gear 2 is insignificant, which causes unnecessary gear shifting. To avoid this 
condition, the shifting margin controller will impose a penalty to all other non-working gears, which causes 
overall elevation in their power consumption. As shown in Fig. 7 (c), gear 1 (green line) is the working gear 
in the initial stage, so that the power consumption of gear 2 (blue line) and gear 3 (orange line) is modified 
to a higher level by the shifting margin controller. In consequent, the unnecessary gear shifting is reduced 
and there is no gear change, as shown in Fig. 7 (d). 
The second part of the shifting stabilizer is designed to avoid undesired gear events by extending the shifting 
interval. This means to avoid successive and frequent gear shifting in a short period, which is not desired 
even though it could save much energy. Furthermore, a modified bump function is introduced to prevent 
too short shifting interval. 
The shifting interval controller can be expressed as the following 
∗ 	 17  
 
Figure. 8 Diagram of the bump function 
As shown in Fig. 8, the bump function declines slowly in the early stage but fast at the late stage. According 
to this, the shifting interval controller will impose a large penalty to the non-working gears when gear 
shifting is just completed. As a result, the system prefers to maintain the working gear when searching for 
the minimum power consumption of each gear. Moreover, the penalty value will decline fast to zero to 
reduce the continuous influence. 
 
 
Figure. 9 The schematic diagram of the designed shifting interval controller 
Fig. 9 illustrates the conceptual principle of the shifting interval controller, in which Fig. 9 (a) represents 
the instant power consumption of each gear directed by EMS, in which three curves cross frequently in a 
short period. Based on the minimum power consumption principle of EMS, the intersections of the lowest 
curve are the points where gear shifting occurs. Accordingly, the working gear changes frequently in a short 
shifting duration, as shown in Fig. 9 (b). To avoid this condition, the shifting interval controller is designed 
to impose a large penalty to all other non-working gears right after gear shifting occurs. As shown in Fig. 
9 (c), gear 2 (blue line) is the working gear in the initial stage, then the working gear  changes to gear 1 at 
the intersection. After this gear shifting, a penalty is imposed to the non-working gears immediately, causing 
a large elevation in their power consumption from the solid lines to the dotted ones. Then, the proposed 




lines). As a result, in Fig. 9 (d), the shift duration of gear 1 is longer than that in Fig. 9 (b). Moreover, every 
time gear shifting occurs, the shifting interval controller will intervene to avoid successive and frequent 
gear shifting. 
With the two points elaborated above, the original objective function focusing on minimum energy 
consumption in the energy management strategy is developed to take shifting stability into consideration. 
The final objective function can be written as the following: 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ∗ 	 	 ∗ 18
 
5. Multi-objective optimization 
From Eq. (18), in order to filter out undesired gear shifting while minimizing the extra energy consumption, 
the weight factor α, amplitude (A) and the duration ( ) play important roles. To compromise between 
energy consumption and gear shifting, a multi-objective genetic algorithm is introduced to optimize these 
coefficients. 
In a 3-dimensional domain, the multi-objective functions and constraints are expressed as 
	 1 ∗ ∗ ∗ 	 	 ∗ 19  
	 20  
subject to 
0  α 1 
0  A 200 
0  100 
where   and   represent the total power consumption and gear shifting times respectively, and 
 is a counter for gear shifting. The bounds of the variable are set below certain values because 
with larger values, the weight of shifting stabilizer will be too strong so that there are no gear changes 
anymore. 
Since  ≪ , the fitness value should be normalized by dividing its values by the average value of all 
children in the generation. For example, if  is the fitness value for  generation, and  is the 
average value of all children in this generation, the normalized fitness  is expressed as: 
21  
Similarly, for the second objective, the normalized value is expressed as: 
22  
As for the multi-objective optimization, the most important part during the iteration process is the 
population evolution. In the multi-objective optimization problem, if an individual X has at least one feature 
better than Y while the rest features are not worse than that of the individual Y, individual X is non-inferior 
to Y and the rank value of Y is set lower than that of X. In the condition where X, Y is non-inferior to each 
other, X and Y are set to have the same rank value. The rank system is showed as Fig.10. The ranking value 
depends on the numbers of the individual within the rectangle formed by the fitness value [ , ] and the 
axes. The individuals within this rectangle indicate that their fitness values are inferior to the current 
individual. For example, there is only 1 individual falls in the rectangle formed by the fitness value of 
individual	 , , then its rank is set to 2. 
 
Figure. 10 The principle of fitness ranking 
Besides the rank value, population diversity is also important because the selection and replacement of 
individuals are based on rank value and diversity. When the rank values are different, the individuals with 
the smaller rank value will be selected, regardless of their diversity. When the rank value is the same, 
individuals with better diversity will be selected so that those elite individuals are automatically retained in 
the selection and replacement process. 
Since gear shifting is based on minimum energy consumption, reducing gear events will definitely increase 
energy consumption. The goal is to reduce the undesired gear shifting while ensuring that there is not much 
increase in energy consumption. Hence, the weight of energy consumption should be higher than reducing 
gear shifting. In order to alleviate the penalty against individuals concentrating around an attractor, 
individuals are divided into subpopulations. Based on a combination of uniform distribution and Gaussians 
probabilistic distribution, the individuals I  is expressed by π and θ respectively. 
I | | 23  
where c denote the number of Gaussians,  denote the weights, subject to ∑ 1. 
Then entropy is introduced as a measure of population diversity. For a populationX | 1,2 , the 




log 24  
As	 log  is higher at the distribution margin, individuals will not be punished for being congested 
until most of the population converges. 
Besides the population, to describe the distribution of objective function, the Gaussians is introduced as the 
following: 
N μ, σ  













The differential entropy of N μ, σ  is calculated as the following. 
H N N μ, σ logN μ, σ 28  
Then, through crossover and mutation, the non-inferior solution will converge to the Pareto front. In order 
to include all driving conditions as much as possible, some typical parts of different driving cycles are 
chosen as a hybrid driving condition, where the energy consumption before optimization is 2.3698 ∙h, 
and the total shifting time is 352. After optimization, the Pareto solutions, are selected as shown in Fig. 10. 
 
Figure. 11 The optimization results of the Pareto front 
Fig. 11 shows that there are five sets of feasible solutions. However, for specific situation about the balance 
between energy consumption and gear shifting times, limitations of less than 5% extra energy consumption 
(the vertical dotted line) and more than 70% gear shifting reduction (the horizontal dotted line) are used as 
index to decide the final optimization results, which is within the lower left corner. The corresponding 
coefficients are listed in Table 3. 
Table 3 Optimization results 
 A  
0.0818 157.8525 48.9767 
 
Actually, we optimize the parameters with LA-92 and HWFET individually. The results are as below in 
Table 4. 
Table 4  Comparison between single driving cycle and hybrid driving cycle 
 Gearshifts Energy consumption 
LA-92 
before 392 0.8418 
after 
individually 55 0.8648 
hybrid 60 0.8703 
HWFET 
before 122 2.0564 
after 
individually 29 2.0453 
hybrid 31 2.0630 
 
From the results, it is easy to see that the optimization performance under certain driving cycle is slightly 
better than the specific driving cycle, but the difference is very small. So the optimization results works for 
both driving cycles. 
6. Driving cycle results analysis 
In this section, the proposed energy management strategy and shifting stability control strategy are verified 
by using two typical driving cycles, LA92 and HWFET. The LA-92 driving cycle is used to validate the 
effectiveness of these strategies in low-speed conditions, while HWFET driving cycle is used to validate 
the vehicle performance in medium to high-speed cruising conditions. These two driving cycles cover most 
situations for light-duty vehicles from daily use to traveling. As for the vehicle economic performance, this 
paper mainly focuses on the power distribution between two motors at a system level, so the detailed 
shifting dynamics are ignored to lessen the calculative burden in the simulations of different driving cycles. 
For the real-time energy management strategy, the results of DP is used as a reference because DP provides 
a benchmark to evaluate the optimality of real-time strategies. Besides, the strategies of fixed proportion 
distribution between two motors are used to show the superiority of optimal distribution in term of 
efficiency improvement. 
For the shifting stability control, the results compare the shifting frequency with and without shifting 
stability control. In [35], the authors design a penalty table for different transmission modes to penalize 
each transition individually. The penalty corresponding to a transition from the  transmission mode to 
the  transmission mode is decided by , . And a weighting factor is introduced to balance the trade-
off between fuel consumption and drivability. However, the value of β is specific to each powertrain and 
should be tuned in accordance with the transition’s inconvenience. In comparison, our designed shifting 
stabilizer is intended to analyse the root cause of excessive gear shifting to avoid unnecessary and undesired 
gear shifting, which makes it more general to different powertrain configurations. 
6.1 LA-92 driving cycle 
The LA-92 driving cycle is a light-duty chassis dynamometer schedule and a representation of urban driving 
patterns. This cycle has a distance of 15.8km and an average speed of 39.6km/h in1435s. 
EMS analysis 
Fig. 12 shows the vehicle speed, and compares the efficiency of different power distribution strategies with 
the proposed EMS. 
 
Figure. 12 Simulation results of vehicle speed and efficiency 
Specifically, Fig. 12 (a) shows that the average speed of LA-92 is relatively low with frequent launching 
and stopping; acceleration and deceleration is easy to see in form of speed peaks. The speed file illustrates 
that the vehicle speed can follow the target speed accurately. Fig. 12 (b) compares the efficiency of proposed 
EMS with those of other power distribution strategies. Since the motor will work as the generator in 
regenerative braking, the efficiency is not monotonically increasing. It shows that the DP approach achieves 
the highest efficiency due to its global optimality. Then, it is followed by the proposed EMS due to the sub-
optimality of real-time strategy. However, the efficiency of the proposed EMS is fairly close to that of the 
DP, which proves the effectiveness of the proposed EMS. The fixed ratio distribution strategies fall behind 
in an order of the distribution with 100% and 0% of motor 1 and 2, 50% and 50% of motor 1 and 2, and 0% 
and 100% of motor 1 and 2. This is because neither motor can work in its relatively high efficiency points 
in the fixed ratio distribution strategies. The efficiency of the distribution with 100% and 0% of motor 1 
and 2 is higher due to the advantage of AMT in frequent acceleration and deceleration working conditions, 
as motor 1 drives the AMT directly. The efficiency of the distribution with 0% and 100% of motor 1 and 2 
is the lowest because it is equivalent to the single-gear transmission, in which the efficiency of the electric 
motor is relatively low in low speed working conditions. 
Shifting stability analysis 












Figure. 13 Gear shifting with and without shifting stabilizer 
Fig. 13 (a) shows gear shifting events and corresponding angular speed of both motors, directed by the 
proposed EMS without shifting stabilizer. It shows that the minimum power consumption oriented EMS 
often leads to excessive gear shifting. In comparison, Fig. 13 (b) shows the results directed by EMS with 
shifting stabilizer, in which the undesired and unnecessary gear shifting are reduced heavily. Besides, both 
figures show that motor 1 and motor 2 work in a complementary way to provide power. The motor speed 
figure demonstrates that the motor 1 mainly works when vehicle speed is below 40km/h while the motor 
speed is high to achieve high efficiency. In low speed conditions, the motor 1 works together with AMT to 
achieve high economic efficiency, because AMT provides high starting torque without compromising the 
efficiency at high operating speed. When the vehicle speed is above 40km/h, motor 2 will take over to 
provide power due to the design of fixed gear ratio for motor 2. Moreover, the performance of motor 1 in 
Fig. 13 (a) appears more aggressive with discontinuous working and frequent starting and stopping. With 
the designed shifting stabilizer, not only the excessive gear shifting is significantly reduced, the working 
pressure of electric motor is also lessened. As shown in Fig. 13 (b), the performance of motor 1 works in a 












Figure. 14 Motor 1 efficiency map with and without shifting stabilizer 
Fig. 14 (a) shows the efficiency map of motor 1 without shifting stabilize, in which most working points 
concentrate around (1500 rpm, 35Nm). This is because the power distribution strategy directed by EMS 
keeps the motor working in an efficient area as much as possible, but this also leads to excessive gear 
shifting. In comparison, Fig. 14 (b) shows the efficiency map of motor 1 with shifting stabilizer, where the 
working points are more scattered. This is because many working points remain the same gear ratio instead 
of changing gear. Accordingly, the working points with low speeds and high torques will move towards 
high speed and low torque area driven by the shifting stabilizer. These results show that the shifting 
stabilizer not only reduces the number of gear shifting but also improves the usable speed range. Moreover, 
it is worth noting that the overall efficiency with and without the shifting stabilizer is quite similar. 
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Figure. 15 Power distribution with and without shifting stabilizer 
Fig. 15 (a) shows the actual power consumption of each gear at every instant. The solid lines refer to power 
consumption oriented EMS without shifting stabilizer, while the dotted lines refer to EMS with shifting 
stabilizer. Since the power distribution strategy is still working when the gear ratio is fixed, the power 
consumption in each gear state is quite close, which verifies the effectiveness of the proposed EMS. 
According to the EMS, the gear state with lowest power consumption will be set as the working gear. As 
shown in Fig. 15 (b), gear 0 and gear 1 alternate to have the lowest power consumption, so that the 
corresponding working gear switches between them frequently. However, the shifting stabilizer will keep 
the power consumption of the working gear unchanged while imposing a penalty to the non-working gears. 
This is showed in Fig. 15 (c), having the lowest power consumption makes gear 1 the working gear in early 
state. Therefore, the power consumption of the non-working gears is modified to a higher level by the 
shifting stabilizer. As a result, the gear 1will remain to have the lowest power consumption, and gear states 
will be stable during this period. 
 
Figure. 16 Power consumption with and without shifting stabilizer in LA-92 
Fig.16 compares the power consumption with and without shifting stabilizer in LA-92 driving cycle. The 
goals of saving-power consumption and reducing-gear shifting are contradictory, which means the 
reduction in gear shifting causes the increase of power consumption. As a result, while the gear changes are 
reduced significantly, the extra power consumption caused by shifting stabiliser is relatively small.  
However, it should be noted that the shifting process also consumes energy. Considering the cumulative 
energy consumption caused by gear events, the reduction in excessive gear shifting saves energy as well. 
When gearshifts happen, motor 1 is temporarily in idling state so that motor 2 can compensate the torque 
hole. In this process, the energy losses are mainly caused by the efficiency loss of motor. Specifically, the 
loss is caused by motor 1 working from its high efficiency area to low efficiency area. The efficiency of 
both motors vary from 0.6 to 0.96. The shifts complete in 1.2s. Based on these, the energy losses are 
estimated as below: 
Firstly, the average power consumption is decided by 
29  
 
Then, the power loss is calculated by 
∙ ̅ 0.6 30  
 
So the energy loss is calculated by 
∙ 1.2 ∙ ̅ 0.6 ∙ 1.2 31  
Where  and  is the total energy consumption and time span of the driving cycle,	 ̅ is the 
average efficiency, 0.6 is the lowest efficiency of motors and 1.2 is the time needed for shift. The gearshift 
cost for LA-92 and HWFET is estimated in Table 5. 
Table 5 Energy loss estimation of gearshift 
   ̅  
LA-92 0.848 kwh 1435s 0.8 0.00015 kwh 








The comparison of energy consumptions is listed in Table 6. In the whole LA-2 driving cycle, the number 
of gear events reduce from 392 times to 60 times (84.693% down), while the energy consumption rising by 
3.387%. Considering the shifting cost, the final energy is saved by 2.37%. 
 
Table 6 Results of LA-92 driving cycle 






Before 392 0.8418 392*0.00015=0.05
88 
0.9006 
After 60 0.8703 60*0.00015=0.009 0.8793 
Overall 84.693% (down) 3.387% (up)  2.37% (down) 
6.2 HWFET driving cycle 
HWFET driving cycle is a representation of high speed cruising with a distance of 16.45 km and an average 
speed of 77.7km/h in 765s. 
EMS analysis 
Fig. 16 shows the vehicle speed and compares the efficiency of different power distribution systems. 
 
Figure. 17 Simulation results of vehicle speed and efficiency 
Different from LA-92, the average speed of HWFET is relatively high. The speed file in Fig. 17 (a) 
illustrates that the vehicle speed follows the target speed accurately. Fig. 17 (b) compares the efficiency of 
proposed EMS with that of different power distribution strategies. Since the driving condition is more stable 
with less braking, acceleration and deceleration, the efficiency is steadier than that of LA-92. The details 
shows that DP achieves the highest efficiency. As a global optimization, the result of DP is used as a 
reference for real-time strategies. Compared to the DP, the efficiency of proposed EMS is lower but quite 
close, which validates the effectiveness of the proposed EMS. The fixed ratio distribution strategies fall 
behind because both motors cannot work in their high efficiency area. The efficiency of the distribution 
with 0% and 100% of motor 1 and 2 is higher due to the advantage of motor 2 in cruising condition. 
Compared to LA-92, due to high average vehicle speed and less complicated driving conditions, both motor 
speeds are high and easy to work at their high efficiency. As a result, the overall efficiency of HWFET is 
higher and the difference between different strategies is smaller. 
Shifting stability analysis 
Fig. 18 shows the gearshift maps and the speed of two motors. 
 
 
Figure. 18 Gear shifting reduction with and without shifting stabilizer 
Specifically, Fig. 18 (a) shows the gear shifting events and corresponding angular speed of both motors 
directed by the proposed EMS without shifting stabilizer. Compared to LA-92, as the driving condition is 
simple, the overall gear shifting is much less. However, excessive gear shifting still exists when speed 
changes. Fig. 18 (b) shows the results directed by EMS with shifting stabilizer, in which the excessive gear 
shifting is further reduced. The motor speed figure demonstrates that the motor 1 only helps provide power 
during acceleration and deceleration. But the angular speed of motor 1 is high to guarantee high efficiency. 
At the same time, motor 2 works as the main power source because the designed fixed gear can not only 
satisfy the dynamic performance but also guarantee high efficiency of motor 2 in high speed cruising. In 





















steadier without on and off interruptions. 
 
 
Figure. 19 Power distribution with and without shifting stabilizer 
Fig. 19 (a) shows the actual power consumption of each gear at every instant. The solid lines refer to energy 
consumption oriented EMS without shifting stabilizer, while the dotted lines refer to EMS with shifting 
stabilizer. Since the power distribution strategy is still working when the gear ratio is fixed, the power 
consumption in each gear state is quite close, which verifies the effectiveness of the proposed EMS. 
According to the EMS, the gear state with lowest power consumption will be set as the working gear. As 
shown in Fig. 19 (b), the working gear change frequently in a short period from gear 0, gear 2, gear 3, gear 
1, and gear 0 to gear 1. With the shifting stabilizer, the strategy will keep the instant power consumption of 
the working gear unchanged while imposing a penalty to all the non-working gear states, which is showed 
in Fig. 19 (c). Having the lowest power consumption makes gear 0 the working gear in the early state. With 
the shifting stabilizer, the power consumption of the non-working gears is modified to a higher level by the 
shifting stabilizer. As a result, the gear 0 will remain to have the lowest power consumption so that short 
shifting intervals are avoid. 
 
Figure. 20 Power consumption with and without shifting stabilizer in 
HWFET 
Fig. 20 compares the power consumption with and without shifting stabilizer in the HWFET driving cycle. 
Since the basic overall efficiency of the HWFET driving cycle is higher than that of the LA-92, the power 
consumption with and without shifting stabilizer is closer. The details of energy consumption are listed in 
Table 7. In the whole HWFET driving cycle, the gear events reduce from 122 times to 31 times (75.590% 
down), while the energy consumption rise by 0.811%. Since the driving condition is simpler than that of 
LA-92, the shifting times and the shifting reduction is less. At the same time, as the average speed is much 
higher than that of LA-92, both motors are easy to work in their high efficiency area so that the extra energy 
consumption caused by gear shifting reduction is much less. The extra energy consumption will be further 
minimized when taking shifting cost for each gear change into account. After this, the total extra energy 
consumption is saved by 3.75%. 
Table 7 Results of HWFET driving cycle 






Before 122 2.0564 122*0.00097=0.1183 2.1747 
After 31 2.0630 31*0.00097=0.0301 2.0931 
Overall 74.590%(down) 0.811% (up)  3.75%(down) 
7. Conclusions 
This paper proposes a real-time EMS for a dual input system, where one motor is connected to an AMT 
transmission the other one directly drives the vehicle through a fixed gear. Since the energy management 
strategy is based on minimizing the energy consumption of the two motors at every instant, excessive gear 
shifting will be a problem. To avoid undesired gear shifting, a shifting stabilizer is proposed to improve 
shifting stability. To reach a balance between gear shifting and energy consumption, a multi-objective 







driving cycles covering from urban driving conditions to mid-high cruising driving conditions are used to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed EMS and the improvement of the shifting stability. Compared 
with various power distribution systems, the proposed EMS has been validated through the results that it 
has the ability to effectively harmonize two motors in different driving conditions. By managing the two 
motors working alternatively or simultaneously according to their efficiency, the proposed strategy can 
achieve a decent overall efficiency. With the designed shifting stabilizer, the excessive gear shifting is 
reduced significantly by improving the shifting margin and interval. The results show that the reduction of 
unnecessary gear shifting makes motor 1 operate in a more stable and continuous way. Moreover, 
considering the shifting cost from actuator, it also save energy by reducing the number of shifts. 
Future work will include (1) deployment of EMS and shift control strategies on dSpace MicroAutoBox for 
real time control studies, and (2) comparison of proposed methodologies for EMS and shifting to 
conventional strategies. 
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